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1. Introduction 
The motivation for this paper ls two-fold. It will first propose an 
alternative analysis to, and hopefully resolve, a debate between Byrne (1987, to 
appear) and Bickerton (1984, 1987) on the one hand and Boretzky (to appear) 
(among others) on the other. The debate revolves around the relevance of the 
apparently unique non-verb-Initial tense marking In Saramaccan (hereafter SA) 
serial structures in relation to tensing In Atlantic Creole1 and West African 
serials. The position of Byrne and Bickerton Is that SA serial tense marking is 
partial evidence for the spontaneous generation of the structures In Initial 
deep creolizatlon,2 while Boretzky et al. view creole serlallzatlon, Including that 
found in SA, as constituting transfer from substrate languages during the 
creolizatlon process. The second aim is to present a unified theory of the 
different interlanguage tense marking Instantiations within aerial structures by 
arguing that each different pattern is ultimately a result of at least scope, 
with morphosyntactic spreading then a possibility. 
The major questions which arise from the paper's objectives are: 1.) If 
there Is an intrinsic id•ntity between tense patterns In the selec~d serlallzlng 
languages under scrutiny, and 2.) If there Is some level of Identity, then what 
are the grammatical processes Involved, their significance In serial structures, 
and the Implications for the creolizatlon process. While the languages under 
discussion are an extremely limited subset of the world's serializing 
languages,3 they nevertheless exhibit a wide (and perhaps representative) 
range of variation in their tense marking patterns, and slgnlflcantly also share 
the same intrinsic typological features associated with serialization. The 
languages to be evaluated here should therefore be sufficient to understand 
the reasons for the variation. 
This paper Is divided into three parts. It will first briefly summarize the 
substrate vs. spontaneous generation debate aa It applies to serial tense 
marking in Atlantic creoles and West African languages (especially the Kwa 
subgroup}. I will then discuss the varlabillty of such marking In Saramaccan 
(hereafter SA), followed by analyses of similar and different aerial tense pat-
terns in a number of other languages. I will argue that there Is an essential 
unity among all serializing languages Included In this paper despite the appar-
ent differences because of the distinct but Interrelated processes of scope and 
spreading. That Is, If a language exhibits serlallzatlon (regardlNS of whether 
it Is a creole, a West African language, or some other areal or typological 
variety), then it must have the same scopal properties for tense marking In 
serial structures despite Its overt tense marking pattern. Finally, l will detail 
some Implications of the discussion for creoles and the creollzatlon process. 
2. Serialization and the Serial Controversy 
We can generally define serialization, and by Implication serial verbs, as 
the phenomenon among many creole and non-creole languages where verbs, or 
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verb-like formatives, function In various roles which are normally performed In 
non-serializing languages by prepositions, adverbs, complementizere, or single 
verbs (in the case of verbal extensions where one verb modifies another and a 
serializing language's lexical repertoire Is thereby expanded see Sebba 
(1984)). In adding to the definition, It Is also generally assumed that serials 
have the following characteristics:• 
(1) a. Tense5 is marked once, usually w1th the initial verb, or tense 
is repeated with all serial verbs in the string. 
b. There are no overt coordination or subordination markers 
immediately preceding serials. 
c. The second and subsequent occurrences of coindexed subjects may 
be phonologically null (i.e. are empty categories); second and 
subsequent occurrences of coindexed objects will be nul1. 8 
2.1. Substratlsts and Serials. 
The substrate position Is that there Is a direct relationship between the 
presence of serialization In creoles and the orlglnal substrate contact 
languages. Arends (1989a,b), Holm (1986, 1987, 1988), Huttar (1975, 1981, 1985) 
and Lefebvre (1986), among others, claim that there are strong lexical, 
structural, and/or semantic links between Atlantic creoles and especially the 
Kwa group of African languages. They conclude that this cannot be by chance 
and represents a perfect Illustration of transfer based on present-day identity. 
Included among various serial claims for the process, Sebba (1987:214) makes 
the fairly strong observation that there must be a direct causal relation 
between creoles and their substrate languages since "a relatively small 
proportion of the world's known creoles have serial verbs, and ••• these are 
precisely the ones which have well-documented substrate Input from serializing 
languages," And Faraclas (1989), for his part, concludes that the range and 
type of serials In Tok Plsln of Papua New Guinea and Nigerian Pidgin English 
duplicate what occurs In the surrounding substrate languages. This can only 
be explained by adducing transfer for creole serlallzatlon. 
The literature on the substrate view Is both extensive and Impressive In 
its volume. The bottom line, however, seems to consistently revert back to the 
following syllogism: if serlallzatlon, for example, occurs In substrate languages, 
and they were present In the seminal contact situation, then It will appear In 
the creole. Taken another way, the extreme view Is that all creole 
serialization, and therefore the associated tense marking patterns, is a direct 
result of transfer from other languages. 
2.2. Unlversalists and Serials 
The contending view, In Its strongest form (Bickerton 1981, 1984), states 
that serla!lzatlon Is not a product of substrate languages during creollzatlon, 
but rather Is a result of children having to develop a language almost ex 
nihllo from inadequate and deficient pidgin Input. Serialization, then, Is a 
direct reflection of our Innate linguistic knowledge. In a less all-inclusive 
Interpretation, Bickerton (1984b, 1988) explains that the bloprogram Is best 
observed In the more radical creoles such as SA,7 with others being 
progressively less "pure" because of more elaborated pidgin input (I.e. more 
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successful Lz acquisition). He even allowed for substrate Influence in some 
Instances at the 1985 Amsterdam Creole Workshop. 
In support of serialization being a spontaneous development in at least 
radical creoles, Byrne (1987) found that the synchronlc grammar of SA has a 
productive categorlal repertoire consisting strictly of nouns and verbs as 
major cagegorles8 and determlners,9 conjunctions, and tense and aspect 
markers as minor categories. From the remaining normally assumed categories 
(i.e. taken from an Inda-European perspective), there are Instances of 
prepositions in the language, but the only productive member of the class Is 
the general locative 11, 'In, on, Into, from, to, etc.'. The remainder such as k..u. 
'with' or fll 'for' 10 are functionally marginal and can generally be expressed 
through alternative syntactic means. 11 There Is likewise no evidence for the 
major cagegory adjective In predicate contexts, 12 nor for complementlzers. 
With very few exceptions, "complementlzers" such as preclausal fil 'for, 
obligation' and 1411/till 'say, that' exhibit the diagnostics of a verb. Nor are 
adverbs a consistently productive class; their functions are often achieved 
through the use of serial verbs. 
The categorlal limitations of synchronlc SA, along with the primacy of one 
and two NP arguments within a clause (I.e. no three-argument strings with 
contiguous NP objects of the type John gave THE MAN THE PEN) and aspects 
of the Saramaka's chronological and demographic history (see Byrne (1987: 
Chapter II), Price (1976; 1983a,b)), lead to the view that early SA contained the 
minimum syntactic attributes necessary for the status of a natural language 
and, taking the ideas of Blckerton's bloprogram to their obvious conclusion, 
represented the universal bedrock of human language. Moreover, to express 
the critical functions of the absent categories In the Incipient language, the 
early Saramaka were forced to generate maximal syntactic output from minimum 
syntactic Input. Because of this situation, they adopted a serial strategy In 
which verbs were used In place of the "missing" formatlve-typea. Given the 
facts and analysis, then, serialization In at least radical creoles Is not In Itself 
a part of universal grammar (i.e. the bloprogram), but Is a necessary by-
product of such languages' phrase structure and categorlal status. Hance, 
rather than use adverbs, prepositions, or contiguous object NPs, the SA 
utilized a verbal strategy as In (2). 
(2) a. a f,11 df w6su kAb4. ADVERBIAL-LIKE SERIAL 
he paint the house f..1.n1ah 
'He painted the house Al..a1Aal£.' 
b. a t..6.L g6n1 suti df ping6 PREPOSITION-REPLACING SERIAL 
he tAkl gun shoot the pig 
'He shot the pig l!!.tib a gun.' 
c. K6f1 
Kof1 
'Kof1 
1>41 df buku d4 df muy6e 
buy the book .9.1D the waaan 
bought the woman the book.' 
ARGUMENT INTERVENING SERIAL 
Each of the SA verbs In (2) is also within aeparate finite clauaes. Part of 
the evidence for a clausal status is both empirical and theory-Internal within 
the Government and Binding (GB) model of Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1986). The 
motivation for the finiteness of such Items, however, Is entirely empirically 
based In that most verbs In a serial string can be Independently tense-marked 
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(those that do not allow such are best viewed 11S lnflnltlves). 13 This means 
that the SA tense marker h.l may overtly appear before any or all the verbs In 
(2) with no change In meaning. COnslder (3,4,5) below. 
(3) a. a b.1 f6fi di w6su kaM 
he Tense(TNS) paint the houae finish 
'He had pa1nted the house already,' 
b. a f6f1 df WOsu b.1 kab4 
••• TNS... 
'He had painted the house already.' 
c. a b.1 f6f1 df w6su b.1 kab4 
..TNS... • •• TNS ... 
'He had painted the house already.' 
(4) a. a b.1 t6f g6ni suti di p1ng6 
he TNS take gun shoot the pig 
'He had shot the pig with a gun.' 
b. a tM g6ni b.1 suti di p1ng6 
•••TNS, •• 
'He had shot the pig with a gun,' 
c. a b.1 t6f g6n1 b.1 silt1 df pi ng6 
••TNS.,. • •• TNS ••• 
'He had shot the pig with a gun.' 
(5) a. K6fi b.1 Mi di buku d4 df muy6e 
Kofi TNS buy the book give the woman 
'Kof1 had bought the woman the book.' 
b. K6f1 b4i di buku b.1 da di muy'8 
, , • TNS••• 
'Kofi had bought the wanan the book.' 
c. K6fi b.1 1>41 di buku b.1 da di muy6e 
... TNS.,. .. .TNS, •• 
'Kofi had bought the wanan the book.' 
The first verb In (3-4-5a), being the matrix, unsurprisingly allows tens-
ing. What Is thought to be different from other serializing languages, howev-
er, is that this marker may appear with no change In meaning either before 
the second serial only (3-4-5b) (or any subsequent serial with additional verbs 
In a string), or with all verbs (3-4-5c). In contrast, scholars have often 
typified west African and Atlantic creole serlallzlng languages as having either 
verb-initial tense marking such as In (6) and (7), or tense copy as In (8). 
(6) a. a ii.a lah c~k us!\? ha a Bamileke (Hyman 1971) 
he past take pot COIIMl give me 
'He brought the pot for/to me.' 
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b. *& lah cllk 114 usa? 
••• past ••. 
ha a 
c. *' lah cak usa? 114 ha 
•.• past •.• 
a 
(7) a. a b.1n tek d1 buk go na skul 
I TNS take the book go LOC school 
'I brought the book to school.' 
Kr1o (W1111ams 1971) 
b. *a tek di buk b.1n 90 na skul 
..• TNS ..• 
( 8) 1!18Yil. adwuma lll8fflU Amina 
I-do-PRET work I-give-PRET Amina 
Akan (Schachter 1974) 
'I worked for Almla.' 
The obvious tense-Initial correspondence between a West African language 
like Bamileke in (6) and Krlo in (7), which is representative of the great 
majority of Atlantic creoles, would naturally lead to a conclusion of transfer. 
Even the SA tense copy pattern In (3-4-5c) corresponds to the dialect of Akan 
in (8) and also offers a causal explanation. But independent tense marking In 
SA such as in (3-4-5b) Is problematic In that It appears to be unique and thus 
constitute evidence agalnst substrate influence. However, upon a more 
extensive analysis, there is in fact an underlying tense marking unity among 
all serializing languages, although as I will argue In section 4.0, such a 
conclusion does not necessarily warrant serial transfer among creoles and their 
corresponding substrate languages. 
3. Scope and Spreading 
The main problem with serial tense-marking phenomena is not In 
Interpreting the range of speech to which they apply (although this is an 
Interesting Question), but in determining why and how there Is such great 
variability within and between the languages. In adding to the serial 
characteristics delineated In (1), a fourth basic premise is that the temporal 
orientation of the verbs in any such string must be Interpreted as the same. 
Since serials are part and parcel of a single proposition, and retain a verbal 
categorlal status while undertaking the grammatical functions or semantic 
extensions Imposed by some central or matrix verb, If there were different 
temporal readings on such verbs, they would constitute separate propositions. 
Thus (9) with different overt temporal markers on d,a 'give', for example, 
ceases to be a serial and two propositional matrices are the result. 
(9) K6fi bl ba1 df buku tJ1 da df muyee 
Kofi TNS buy the book TNS/ASPect give the woman 
'Kofi had bought the book (and) is giving (it) to the woman.' 
Similarly, (9) without the tense/aspect marker t4 may have a non-simultaneous 
interpretation (i.e. nonserial) if .bl Is thought to only apply to b.ai. 'buy'. 
(10) K6fi bl bai di buku da di muyee 
'Kofi had bought the book (and) (then) gave (it) to the woman.' 
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An explanation of (9) and (10), as well as noninltlal or repeated tense 
marking In SA (3-4-5b,c) and other languages, seems to revolve around the 
separate but, In terms of this paper, Interrelated processes of scope and 
spreading. I will begin by first discussing the concepts In relation to SA, and 
then continue with other languages. 
3.1. Scope 
I define scope as the Interpretative range over some syntactic domain of 
some semantic property. A more technical definition within logic and linguistic 
semantics Is that scope "Is the argument term(s) of an operator" (Pieter 
Seuren, p.c.). As interpreted In Chomsky (1981, 1986), Kim and Larson (1989), 
and Mccawley (1988a,b), among athers,14 the term operator signifies an Item 
such as a tense or negative marker (Janssen 1983:55) whose Import semantically 
affects (i.e., has scope over) a determined llngulstlc range and which, In a 
conflguratlonal sense, must dominate the affected segment of language. In 
other words, the element whose meaning emits scopal properties (i.e., an 
operator) must ""look downward over"" (David Dowty, p.c.) (i.e., c-command) 15 its 
domain (Its argument term(s)) . 
In a slmpllfled Illustration, observe that the Interpretative range of the 
negator -n:t In (11a,b) varies with its surface placement. 
(11) a. I deliberately d1dn.'..t ask her. Crystal (1985:271) 
'I did not ask her.' 
b. I didn.'..t deliberately ask her. 
'I did ask her, but accidentally.' 
In (11a) -n:t follows deliberately and precedes the VP, giving the lmpr&ssion of 
Its being In Infl. Now this Is the optimal position for a negative element to 
have wide scope over an entire clause, which It does as seen in the gloss. 
The result Is that the action Is seen as premeditated and successful. In (11b), 
however, with -n:t (slgnlflcantly) preceding deliberately, there I• a narrow 
scopal Interpretation with the negative element only affecting the adverb (-n:t 
+ dellberately = accidentally); the overall result Is that the action here Is seen 
as unintentional. 
SChematlcally from a logic perspective, the negative element rua (:: -n:t In 
(11a,b)) Is In the appropriate dominant position to the left in the diagram, with 
Its argument term(s) (Its scopal domain) appearing to the right. 
(12) ~ 
not S1 
~ 
X Sn 
In the case of (11a), rua Is Interpreted as affecting the entire clause and sol 
u.lLhAr would be in the ! position. Alternatively, rua would only dominate 
deliberately In (11b) since this Is the extent of its scopal domain. 
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3.1.1. Scope and Saramaccan Tense Operators 
In turning to scopal properties of tense In SA serials, It seems clear that 
the tense marker Is a scopal operator. A principal diagnostic to determine 
such is If ambiguity Is present resulting from tense Interpretation. In (10), 
this Is exactly what we find. bl before the initial verb .b.41. 'buy' can be 
interpreted as only having scope over the initial clause. This clause thereby 
receives a past-before-past (roughly pluperfect) reading, with the second 
clause having a simple past orientation (as Is normal for "bare" nonstatlve 
verbs in creole languages). The result Is two separate events, a fact which 
the gloss of (10) reflects. Alternatively, If bl Is thought to apply over the 
entire sentence, then a Quite different serial reading will occur: 'Kofi had 
bought the book for the woman'. The ambiguity which results from the two 
different Interpretations Is directly a result of the scope of 12.[. This, In turn, 
supports the view that the item is a scope-bearing operator which, to be 
consistent with patterns discussed in the literature for other languages, must 
c-command (structurally dominate) the constituents under its Influence. 
An adeQuate scopal analysis of the tense marking variation In SA serials 
is now possible. In turning once again to the SA data In (5a-c) as a 
representative sample of the language's tense marking patterns (repeated below 
as (13a-c)), notice that no matter which verb has such marking, the same exact 
interpretation ensues. 
(13) a. K6fi b1 bai df buku da di muyee 
Kofi TNS buy the book give the woman 
'Kofi had bought the woman the book.' 
b. K6fi bai df buku b1 da df muyee 
••• TNS ••• 
'Kofi had bought the wo,nan the book.' 
c. K6fi b1 bai df buku b1 da df muyee 
•••TNS... • •• TNS••• 
'Kofi had bought the woman the book.' 
Such Identical readings signify that the scopal domain of bl remains over the 
entire serial string regardless of whether the item appears before the first 
verb bai. 'buy', the second i:1Ji 'give', or both. 
However, because bl is not overtly present before the higher verb In 
sentences such as (13b), the Question arises as to how the Item can have scope 
over both. Since tense In SA (and other languages) Is an operator and there-
by a scope-bearing unit, then it would seem reasonable to assume that 
structural dominance (I.e. presence before the first verb) would also be neces-
sary in this case. In fact, this is exactly what happens In (13b). Becauae 
tense appears before the higher verb In (13a) and (13c), we know that such 
marking Is possible. Moreover, the import of bl, past before past, unambigu-
ously applles to b.aL 'buy' in (14b) exactly as In (13a) and (13c) (as Indeed It 
must since there is but a single semantic (but not syntactic) propcsltlon to 
which a tense orientation can apply - see Bickerton (1990), Bickerton and 
Iatridou (to appear), Blnnlck (1976) and Borer (1989), among others, for 
analyses and/or identification of the phenomenon). 19 One reasonable assump-
tion, then, given the surface level variation of overt tense before Initial verbs 
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In (138.,c) and the necessity for the scope-bearing element to be In a dominant 
position, Is that .b.i Is also present before ha! 'buy' In (13b), but ls not 
phonologically overt. However, this Is an aggravating (but perhaps avoidable) 
complication forced onto the analysis by the theory. An alternative Is to 
represent the semantics and synta:x separately as In (14a,b) below. 
(14) a. semantics b. axo.til 
s 
~ 
NPinfl ~ 
16c~ 
a1 (bl) fef1 di wOsu e1 (b1) kaba 
The parentheses in (14) signify that the enclosed element Is present but 
without phonological form, and the subscripts Indicate that all such tense 
marking must be the same. The result of (14) Is that at the level of tense 
marking, all SA serials actually have the same Identical underlying pattern. 
The surface variation Itself, and especially that of (13b), is probably a 
result of some sort of phonological economy. If an Item does not have to be 
articulated for the Import to be achieved, then this will mere than Ii kely result 
in variable occurrence. The overall variability, in turn, could have developed 
some sort of stylistic significance within the community as a whole (Solange 
Lira, p.c.), producing an adequate level of motivation to maintain the patterns. 
Finally, based on the previous discussion, It seems that serial character-
istic (1a) should be reformulated In terms of scopa! properties. As it Is now, it 
merely constitutes a description of the overt tense-marking patterns of most 
but not all serlallzlng languages (SA and at least two Portuguese creoles and 
one French creole are the exception - see section 3.3). It thereby misses the 
greater generalization that a serial string must have the same temporal orien-
tation; that is, the scope of tense-markers must apply equally throughout a 
serial structure. A better rendition of (1a), then, should be something Ilka (15). 
(15) The scope of serial tense markers must range throughout the serial 
string. 
3.2. Spreading 
Spreading, for Its part, was originally a term which Goldsmith ( 1976) 
developed for autosegmental phonology as a way of explaining the extension of 
nasalization and tone from some segmental locus. Subsequently, Caskey (1S87, 
1989) and Mccawley (1988a:318, footnote 12) were the first, as far as is known, 
to apply the term to levels of morphology and syntax. Following Byrne 
(1989a), I define the concept for purposes of this p!lf)er as the appearance of 
redundant morphemes throughout a domain with those formatives/constructions 
whose properties allow it. In other words, a particular formative or morpholo-
gical element may be repeated in some or all appropriate positions throughout 
a specified segment of speech If the language or dialect allows such. As 
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Carlson (1983) and Mccawley (1988:261, footnote 27)17 observe, what this 
signifies Is that the repetition of an Item In the sense used here does not add 
up to multiple semantic instantiations of a particular meaning; rather, there Is 
but a single meaning with reduplications of the content-bearing element. 
3.2.1. Specifics of Spreading 
The phenomenon appears to be quite common in the world's languages, 
but for reasons of space limitations, I wlil limit the dlscusalon to English, 
Dutch, Old Norse, SA, and a representative sample of Atlantic creoles and West 
African serializing languages. 18 In beginning with English, we find, for 
example, that morphophonemic extensions such as .~ J:ili;k« wuar give a 
sense of phonological spreading throughout the phrase by the repetition of the 
conveniently homophonous -§.C suffixes with comparative (~) and agentive 
(J:ili;k« lmQ.f!r) imports. In the latter case and at the morphological level, 
however, there are not two separate agentive readings, but Just a single one 
with scope over both ~ and WUIA[. Morphophonologlcal comparative and 
superlative repetitions with Identical scopal properties also occur In children's 
speech and substandard English In such phrases as l11fJlJ !illlAttac and f1KHi1 
~ (Carlson, p. 76). 
The phenomenon Is likewise both historically and synchronlcally common In 
English with negation. Whlle there are multiple negative markers In such 
informal synchronic utterances such as (16) below and In the Old English 
example In (17) from MIiiward (1989:93), there is again but a single semantic 
negator with scope over each clause. 
(16) He isn.'...t going llQwhere ll.Qhow. 
(17) and llil2llC rui heoldan !l!I Hire IHI lage Illl manna 
and neither not we-observe not teaching not law not of-men 
swa swa we scoldan 
we ought-to 
' ••• and neither do we observe wisdom, law, and [the affairs] of 
men as we ought to.' (translation added) 
Note that alternatives to multiple negation in the informal English in (16) are 
the synonymous tuLlsn.'.t..9£llil9. anvwhere anvhow and the gloss to the Old 
English segment in (17). That a single syntactic negative marker Is possible In 
both (but allowing for the fact that such was run customary In Old English, 
but only in Its reflex version) Illustrates the presence of one semantic negator 
in the sentences. 
A common approach to such multiple forms In the past was an analysis 
along the lines of agreement and concord (e.g., Labov 1972). However, the 
first, or agreement, Implies particular morphological marking and substance 
over a stretch of speech, with scope not necessarily being present (e.g. 
subject-verb agreement in English). Concord, for its part, is often thought to 
be synonymous with agreement (see Crystal 1985), but In stretching the tradi-
tional view a bit, we could envision It to apply to the kind of data discussed 
here. In any case, to utilize the terminology of agreement or concord may be 
misleading because of its traditionally different application to certain types of 
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data. A clearer and perhaps more efficient way of looklng at the phenomena 
should be through scope and spreading. For Instance, In all of the above 
examples It appears that a prerequisite for spreading Is that there be semantic 
scope over the area where the proliferation of elements takes place. Thus the 
Old English and Informal synchronlc English examples with multiple negation, 
and even something like more smarter/most greatest could not occur If the 
scope of negation and the oomparatlve/superlatlve did not include the entire 
phrase or clause. This generallzatlon could not necessarily be made If we 
attributed the phenomena to agreement and concord as traditionally viewed. 
Finally, the application and restrictions on spreading at the levels of 
phrase and clause appear to be basically similar In all critical respects. As a 
first approximation (and certainly subject to confirmation and a more In-depth 
treatment than can be given here), the data suggest that an element whose 
scopal properties extend over a segment of speech can only replicate Itself In 
those positions which the language's syntax would naturally and nonexceptlon-
ally allow. Thus, the oomparatlve and superlative forms In more smarter and 
most greatest and all negative elements In (HI) and (17), appear In positions in 
which they would Independently occur in the language. If adequate discussion 
and examples were presented, then, we would find that In no instance do the 
various forms appear In positions which are not warranted by the grammar. 
In a similar vein, Carlson (1983:76) presents Old Norse data from Gordon 
(1927) which shows that the language could redundantly mark definiteness In 
NPs, but always with Just a l.ln.lllJt 'definite' meaning. 
(18) 8. bat 11 helgi Sa! ti 
the the holy-def seat def 
'the holy seat' 
b. haf11 bo.t 11 djuQA 
sea-def the the deep-def 
'the deep sea' 
In a possible reflex of Old Norse, modern Norwegian likewise allows 
multiple determiner marking to express degrees of definiteness. In (19a), det. 
'the' and the suffix -et 'the' together produce a demonstrative, but with single 
marking (either .II.et or -et), a less definite 'the' reading is achieved (19b,c). 
(19) a. !let. stort husn 
the large house-the 
'that large house' 
b. !let. stort hus 
the large house 
'the large house' 
c. Husn 
'the house' 
The result of (18) and (19) Is that with the scope of 'definiteness' over the 
entire NP In Old Norse and Norwegian, the languages permit spreading only In 
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those positions which the grammar normally allows. This Is shown most clearly 
In (19a,b,c). 
Finally, Pieter Seuren (p.c.) offers Interesting evidence from Dutch. He 
notes that plurallzatlon in the language Is often doubly marked with both 
German and Dutch suffixes, in that order. 
(20) a. German: e1 'egg', e1c 'eggs' 
k1nd 'ch11d', kinder 'children' 
b. Dutch: ei 'egg', eitlU! 'eggs' 
kind 'child', k1nd!U'.lll1 'children' 
While the Dutch plurals In (20b) are obviously a result of German Influence, 
still Seuren points out that German is lntelllglble to Dutch speakers and they 
consequently understand !ill: 'eggs' and hlnwu:: 'children' to be plural. They 
likewise are aware that there are double plurals on their nouns, but because 
one of the plurals is "foreign" and the pattern is llngulstlcally instltutlonal-
ized, these factors militate against any other output (1.e single pluralizer). In 
any case, because there is plural scope over each noun, such spreading Is 
understandable and certainly unremarkable based on the previous data. 
3.2.2. Saramaccan Serials and Spreading 
An account of spreading with SA serials is now straightforward. Since 
tense is an operator in the language, It must be in a dominant position (before 
the first verb) in order to have scope over an entire serial string. And 
because of the nature of serialization (see sections 2 and 3.1.1, and (15)), the 
import of tense must apply to the entire serial domain rather than to Just the 
clause where it is found. As exemplified In section (13), (14) and below, these 
facts allow the tense marker to appear only once before the initial verb (21a), 
or to replicate itself In a kind of semantic reiteration (21 b) when the 
conditions found within a particular constituent warrant it. 
(21) a. a b.i tsa df meliki g6 a df konde 
he TNS carry the m11k go to the v111age 
'He had taken the milk to the village.' 
'He had carried the milk (and) (then) went to the v111age.' 
b. a b.i tsa di me11k1 b.i g6 a df konde 
.. TNS... . .. TNS ... 
'He had taken the milk to the village.' 
As mentioned or discussed In numerous publications, 19 all clauses with few 
exceptions are finite In SA. One of the many diagnostics of such status is the 
possible appearance of overt tense. Thus, since the verbs In (21a,b) are 
finite, they would naturally allow the full range of markers appropriate for 
this status. If, additionally, finite verbs are within the tense scope domain of 
a (conflgurationally) higher tense operator, then that tense marker could, 
logically, be repeated with the appropriate lower constituents (I.e. finite 
verbs). Note (22) (from a similar diagram In Caskey (1989)). 
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(22) a tsa df me11kl gO a di konde 'He had taken the ~ilk to the 
x~x 
Village.' 
bi 
As (22) Illustrates, SA allows tense marking only before verbs within the same 
tense scope domain. Moreover, it does not allow bl In Inappropriate contexts 
such as before any nonverbal constituents (or Infinitival verbs). 
In regard to tense marking exclusively on a lower serial verb, this would 
seem to be the preferable option for at least two reasons. First, tense on the 
second verb only (or subsequently In longer serial strings) In (23) below Is 
not ambiguous as Is verb-initial only tense marking (21a).21 
(23) a tsa df meliki IU gO a df konde 
••• TNS ••• 
'He had carried the milk to the v111age.' 
*'He carried the milk (and) rum gone to the village.' 
The second gloss above is impossible because of a SA strategy In consecutive 
action sentences of mapping events onto a temporal sequence of occurrence 
order. Since .bL9Q would be prior to the unmarked 1aJi. 'carry' In (23) with a 
consecutive action Interpretation, that reading Is ungrammatical. As II serial, 
however, (23) would be preferable to (21a) bec11use of Its greater cl11rlty due 
to nonambigulty. Second, (23) Is also phonologically more economical and 
thereby represents less effort than (21 b). Since in either case a serial 
reading is the only possible interpretation and the scope of any tense marking 
has to apply to the entire string, through spreading II SA spe11ker c11n opt to 
give phonological form to tense marking on a// or any one of the lower serial 
verbs. Ail in all, then, when all factors are taken Into consideration (but 
especially tense 11nd spreading), we find that there really is nothing unique or 
unusual about the SA tense marking patterns; they simply represent a perhaps 
somewhat idiosyncratic patterning due to the interaction of the language's 
morphology, syntax and semantics. 
3.3. Tense and Scope in other Serialtzing Languages 
In II fairly brief analysis, a delineation and discussion of serial tense 
marking phenomena in other serializing languages shows that there really Is no 
difference from SA. All are explainable through the dual processes of scope 
and spreading. The patterns which will be reviewed (and should exhaust the 
possibilities In all serializing languages), are 1.) variable creole marking like 
SA, 2.) African tense copy and echoic tense, 3,) verb-Initial only marking, and 
4.) SOV tense-fl nal serials. 
3.3.1. Creole Tense Copy and Non-Verb-Initial Tense 
I originally thought that the non-Initial tense marking pattern such as in 
(232) was unique only to SA. Recently, however, additional data have become 
available which show that SA Is not alone among creole languages in Its tense 
marking pattern. While (24) and (25) below from respective Portuguese creoles 
are not serials (the languages do not utilize the strategy), still the data 
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exemplify tense scope and spreading like SA serials In selective contexts and 
are therefore useful. Consider (24) through (27). 
(24) a. N pudi-.bA fasi k11a Guinea-Casa111ance Portuguese 
can -ANTerior do that Creole (GCPC) (Peck 1988) 
'I could do that.' 
b. N pud1 fas1-b11, k1la 
• •• ANT •.• 
'I could do that.' 
(25) a. el pode.bA konta Cape Verdean Kc.1l2lu (CVK) 
he can-ANT sing (Caskey 11187) 
'He could/be able to sing.' 
b. el pode konta.bA 
he can sing-ANT 
'He could/was able to sing,• 
c. el podebll. kontabll. 
..ANT•• ..ANT 
'He could/was able to sing.' 
(26) a. 11 ta nu KB mase bor kaj lA El Callao, Venezuela, 
she hear us ASP walk around house the French Creole (ECFC) 
'She heard us walking around the house.' (Byrne, Cabrera 
& Ruiz 1989) 
b. l i ta nu KB mase KB bor kaj lA 
..ASP.. • .ASP.. 
'She heard us walking around the house.' 
(27) a. zot pran balye koko bat Kazar Seselwa Creole (SC) 
they take broom coconut beat K. (Bickerton 1989) 
'They beat the Kaiser with a coconut broom.' 
b. zot ti pran balye koko ti bat Kazar 
.. .TNS.,. • •• TNS •.• 
'They beat the Kaiser with a coconut broom.' 
Both the Portuguese creoles, GCPC and CVK, allow either the modality or 
primary semantic verb to have Independent overt tense marking (24-25a,b) with 
no change in meaning. Alternatively, CVK also allows tense copy as in (25c), 
again with the same meaning. While the aspect marker ke In (26) from ECFC, 
for Its part, Is neither tense nor indicates anteriorlty as In GCPC or CVK, still 
ft shows that the copy pattern Is not limited strictly to Portuguese creoles (of 
which SA Is also an example). Note that, like tense marking In CVK and SA, 
the ASP marker ke may appear either after lilllU 'walk' or after both mw and 
b.o.r 'around'20 with Identical meanlng.21 Finally, some SC speakers accept 
(27a), but those who do not find (27b) with overt tense marking on the matrix 
and subordinate serial verbs to be acceptable. 
From the viewpoint of scope, the overall variable patterning of -b.11 In 
GCPC and CVK, ti In SC, and perhaps k§ In ECFC (If we presume aspect to 
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have scope - a debateable point) reflects the extant of the respective tense 
and aspect scopal domains as discussed for SA. The possibility, 11,>waver, of 
either the overt appearance of -bA only on lower verbs (24-25tii or tense or 
aspect copy (25c, 26b, 27b) are a r86\.iit of spreading. Because each serial 
verb Is finite (although morr. work and data are needed to determine such a 
status for ECFC), the conditions are appropriate for spreading to occur. In 
effect, n,en, (24), (25), (27) and perhaps (26) are explicable in the s8·1e terms 
as for tense marking In SA. 
3.3.2. African Tense Copy and Echoic Tense 
The reasons for tense copy In other serializing languages such as Akan in 
(28) (repeated from (8)) are exactly the same as discussed for SA, CVK, and 
ECFC. 
(28) meyi.£ adwuma memu Amna Akan (Schachter 1974) 
I-do-PRET work I-9ive-PRET Amna 
'I worked for Amna.' 
On one level, the above overt tense marking (verb-final vowel lengthening) 
reflects the sentence's serial scopal domain, and on another, the actual 
appearance of preterite lengthening could not be possible If each respective 
verb did not have finite status. 
Somewhat more Interesting are those instances In West African languages 
where there is a reduced form of the copy, or what I call echoic tense. 
Consider (29) from an Akan dialect different from (28), and (30) from Yoruba. 
(29) a. m' a- fa sekan 11- twa Akan (Balmer & Grant 1929) 
I PERF. take knife PERF. cut 
'I have cut with a knife.' 
b. me-la- fa sekan 11- twa 
I FUT take knife FUT cut 
'I shall cut with a knife.' 
(30) mb ~ mu 1w, bQ Yoruba (Stahlke 1970) 
I PROG take book come 
'I am bringing a book.' 
In regard to (29), Boretzky (to appear) notes that "tense Is marked twice, ... 
and the second tense/aspect marker has a neutral shape Indicating agreement 
only." Thus, 11 in (29a,b) Is the same form in both sentences even though the 
matrix clauses have different marking with 11 'perfective' and .b..a 'futurity', 
respectively. This Indicates that II with the lower verbs has no value of its 
own, but like a pronominal, is dependent on the nature of the matrix marking 
for Its significance. In a somewhat similar manner, (30) likewise has reduced 
marking on the second serial. According to Schachter (1974:260), 
the form ~ ... is a suppletlve form of the verb l!tA 'come'. Generally b.O. 
occurs after the progressive prefix l!tA In all other contexts. The fact 
that It is b.O. rather than l!tA that occurs ... shows that Yoruba has 
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traces (my emphasis) of the tense-aspect agreement pattern (i.e. tense 
copy - my insertion) that is systematically present In Akan. 
The significance of (29) and (30) is, first, that the reduced forms e and 
bQ again reflect the mandatory single scopal domain of a serial structure. In 
this light, e and t:,.Q indicate the extent of the domain. Second, such reduced 
forms also Illustrate that spreading is not a prerequisite for serialization like 
scope. In fact, if a language undergoes change from one with a preponderance 
of finite clauses to widespread infinitives, then the primary condition for 
spreading (i.e. finite clauses) will likewise cease to exist. However, because 
change is not abrupt, but procedes gradually (see Lightfoot 1979), we should 
expect that during or after change that residues or traces of prior states 
remain.22 Thus, e and bQ in (29) and (30) most likely represent evidence for 
a prior finite status for at least serials in Yoruba and the variety of Akan in 
(29). In some sense, then, spreading still exists In these languages, but only 
in selected environments and in reduced form. 
3.3.3. Verb-Initial-Only Marking 
Tense marking only on the initial verb of a serial string is common in 
West Africa (see (6)) and represents the overwhelmingly predominant pattern 
among the Atlantic creoles (7). Consider (31) from Sranan of Suriname.23 
(31) a. Roye tyari a pikin go na oso Sranan 
Roy TNS/ASP carry the child go LOC house (Jansen, Koopman & 
'Roy took the child home.' Muysken 1978) 
b. •Roy tyari a pikin e go na oso 
... TNS/ASP•.. 
c. •Roye tyari a pikin e go na oso 
... TNS/ASP... . .• TNS/ASP••• 
The only position where tense and/or aspect marking is allowed In these 
languages Is on or before the initial serial verb (31a); marking on any other 
verb In the string renders the sentence ungrammatical (31 b,c). 
The significance of (31) is that tense scope encompasses the entire serial 
structure as it must, but spreading is nonexistent. The reason for this Is that 
the conditions in most creoles are not conducive to the process; second or 
subsequent serial verbs are not finite (but Infinitives) and thereby do not 
allow tense (nor other marking). Thus, the operant distinction between serial-
izing languages like (31), whether creole or noncreole, and those like SA and 
the Akan dialect represented In (26) Is that of their serials' finite or nonflnlte 
status. Given one or the other condition, then, specific features will manifest 
themselves, among which Is the presence or absence of overt tense marking. 
3.3.4. SOV Tense-Final Serials 
The major obvious difference between SOV and SVO languages Is a 
reversal of many pre- and post-posltlonlngs within clause and phrasal 
constituencies. In regard to 'tense scope and spreading, however, the situation 
remains exactly the same, with the exception that the processes emanate from 
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the right In SOV languages rather than from the left as exemplified In previous 
sections. Consider first the data from 119 below. 
(32) a. err okr mu toru be1n-mi Williamson (1965) 
he swim go river cross-TNS/ASP 
'He went swit111111ng across the river.' 
b. 11.rau zu-ye 11.kr buru teri-mi 
she basket take yam cover-TNS/ASP 
'She covered a yam with a basket.' 
In both (31 a,b), the tense marker ml (which, according to comments of 
Giv6n (1975), is better typified as tense/aspect) appears clause-finally as Is 
characteristic of SOV languages. This then is the matrix default position for 
such marking in both serial and nonserlal structures. Spreading in these lan-
guages Is consequently a result of the scopal properties of markers like ml, 
for example, flowing rightward to the other constituents In the serial string 
and thus allowing a semantically identical marker such as the tense/aspect 
suffix -ni In (33a,b) below to appear if the conditions are acceptable (i.e., if a 
clause is finite). 
(33) a. ominr barf-ni and4-m1 W1111amson (1965) 
they repeat-TNS/ASP wrestle-TNS/ASP 
'They wrestled again.' 
b. err og1di aki-ni 1ndi pe1-mi 
he machete take-TNS/ASP fish cut-TNS/ASP 
'He cut a fish with a machete.' 
The situation In (33) thus seems comparable to those instances of tense copy 
exemplified for Akan, SA and the various French- and Portuguese-based 
creoles. In addition, with the contrast especially between .a.ti. 'take' 
Instrumental clauses in (32-33b), It also seems apparent that Jj9 speakers, like 
those of other languages explicated, have the option of single or tense copy 
marking. 
4. Conclusions 
The obvious conclusion from the previous discussion is that there is a 
basic unity among the various serial tense (and aspect) marking patterns in 
whatever language serialization appears. The unifying factor is that of scope. 
No matter where overt tense marking occurs, for a segment of speech to be a 
serial structure, the same tense orientation must apply throughout. If it does 
not, It would necessarily be interpreted as something else. A second factor, 
spreading, explains the variably overt noninltial tense marking; If second or 
subsequent verbs have finite status, then verb copy or lower verb only 
marking is permitted. Moreover, such marking, given Its apparent commonality, 
is best looked upon as being a natural consequence of the properties of 
serialization rather than in any way being exceptional to these languages. 
In relation to the questions posed In section 2 concerning the origin of 
serialization in creole languages (i.e., whether due to substrate transfer or 
spontaneous generation), Given the facts and analysis, previous claims as to 
the uniqueness of nonlnitial serial tensing in languages such as SA, and the 
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impossibility of its transfer from West African languages because of a lack of 
congruence, really have little relevance If the analysis In this paper ls correct. 
Nor is there any relevance with assertions of serial transfer in Initial 
creolizatlon based on tense marking patterns (see for example Boretzky (to 
appear}). What we have seen In the analysis is that tense scope and 
spreading are simply features of a particular language typology. That is, if a 
language Is going to adopt a serializing strategy, then at least scope, and 
possibly also spreading, will mandatorily be a part of the tense strategy. 
There Is therefore nothing extraordinary about SA serial tensing; it is a 
language-specific result of particular morphological, syntactic and semantic 
features. The basic operational principles Involved In tense scope and variable 
tense marking, however, are the same in whichever language serialization 
manifests itself. 
While tense scope and spreading are typological constants, the possibility 
of overall serial structure transfer Is another matter. There undoubtedly are 
close similarities in the semantics of particular serial-types in Atlantic creoles 
and West African languages. And the syntax of the structures is for all 
intents and purposes apparently the same (based on imperfect knowledge of 
the phenomenon from ongoing and somewhat contentious research and claims). 
From a congruence standpoint, then, there would seem to be a causal 
relationship between the substrate languages in the contact situation and the 
evolution of serialization In a resultant creole. The positions of Faraclas (1989) 
and Sebba (1987) (see section 2.1) would therefore appear to have a semblance 
of merit. 
However, to ascribe transfer to all creole serialization is Jumping the gun 
a bit. For one, Byrne (1987) has shown that a serial strategy is a perfectly 
natural consequence of certain categorial and phrase structure features (see 
section 2.2). Arguments to the contrary have not proved effective (e,g, 
Muysken 1987).2• Even though there were serializing languages in the original 
SA contact situation, the demographics of the people's early history most 
probably rendered transfer ineffective, At the least (and this Is my 
contention), serializing substrate languages could have contributed serial 
reinforcement to a naturally spontaneous process and grammatical stratagem. 
It would seem, then, that the only viable approach to serialization in 
these languages Is to leave open the possibility of both transfer and universal 
processes operating within creolization. In support, studies by such scholars 
as Philip Baker (1982), Byrne (1987, 1988b), Hancock (1986), and Mufwene (1987) 
have concluded, contrary to previous thinking, that creolizatlon does not apply 
equally In the creation of creole languages. Rather, due to extralinguistic 
factors, these languages may emerge with a greater or lesser degree of input 
from both the superstrate and substrate languages and will consequently be 
variably creole from the onset. The Implications of such thinking could mean 
that serialization develops in creoles either as a result of the syntactic 
dynamics of the emergent system (e.g. SA}, or, given possibly less radical 
creollzation, a product of some level of transfer. When and in what degree one 
process contributes to serialization over the other should be the center of 
investigative efforts, not whether one or the other Is exclusively the cause of 
serialization in creole languages. 
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1. As far as is known, Hancock (1971) first coined the term. It refers 
to those creoles found in West Africa, the Caribbean, and eastern North and 
South America. 
2. Since creolization is a process, there are greater or lesser degrees 
of application in any given creole setting depending on numerous linguistic 
and demographic factors. In other words, as numerous scholars have concluded 
(e.g., Philip Baker 1982; Bickerton 1984; Byrne 1983, 1987, 1988b; Hancock 
1986; Mufwene 1987; and Carden and Stewart 1988), creolization does not apply 
equally in the creation of creole languages. Some of these languages are 
therefore "deeper" than others in that the former betray more features 
characteristic of the typology. (See Byrne (1987: Chapters II and VIII) as 
well as footnotes 7 through 11 in this paper for more references and details.) 
3. Goodman (1985:127) notes that "serial verbs ... are convnon in West 
Africa, India, Southeast Asia, the Far East, and New Guinea (and perhaps 
e 1 sewhe re). " 
4. The characteristics represent a compendium of those found in Bickerton 
(1989), Byrne (1982, 1984b, 1987, 1989b), and Jansen, Koopman and Muysken 
(1978). 
5. This is a metaphorical use of the term tense to save, for purposes of 
this paper, unnecessary discussion. As extensively elaborated on in Byrne 
(19B7, 1989a) and the theoretical literature cited in this paper, "tense" 
markers exemplified here may actually range somewhere between tense and 
aspectual readings (a characteristic conmon to creoles and many West African 
languages), but all function in the same way as tense operators in scopal 
considerations such as discussed in the literature for English and other 
similar European languages. 
6. For more details on the fairly vigorous current debate on the various 
argument positions within serial structures, and whether one or another 
actually exist, see Mark Baker (1989), Bickerton and latridou (to appear), 
Byrne (1985b, 1986), and Sebba (1987), among others. 
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7. This view has been expressed by a theoretical cross section of 
creolists, but not for the same reasons. See Alleyne (1979), Bickerton 
(1984), Byrne (1987; 1988a,b), and Washabaugh (1981) for the details and 
reasoning behind the various positions. 
8. The other major categories postulated in the theoretical literature 
are prepositions and adjectives. See Chomsky (1981, 1982) for more details on 
both major and minor categories. 
9. From a non-theoretical viewpoint, determiner forms are usually looked 
upon as articles and demonstratives in many languages, but 1n others such as 
creoles, a wider distribution of functions is clearly evident. In SA, for 
example, not only do determiners and determiner-like formatives function as 
articles and demonstratives, but also as relative clause markers, 
subordinating conjunctions, and as markers of syntactic focus. See Byrne 
(1988a) for more details. 
10. Muysken (1987) takes exception to the claim that prepositions in SA 
are few 1n number and a marginal category. He contends that there are in fact 
many more prepositions in the language than detailed in Bickerton and Byrne 
(1985) and their marginal status is thereby overplayed. However, I have some 
serious misgivings with Muysken's contentions. 
First, Muysken (p.c.) notes that the data utilized for his conclusions 
came from De Groot (1977), a Dutch-Saramaccan dictionary with the usual 
information associated with such a volume. That 1s, there are the usual 
meanings presented for each entry, assertions of categor1al1ty, and one or two 
sentence examples, but there certainly are no analyses to support the 
categor1al claims. Moreover, 1n Muysken's paper he likewise simply states 
that certain formatives are prepositions without analysis of any sort. 
Second, most of the items which Muysken claims to be prepositions are 
questionable, even without analysis. tt 'until', for instance, exhibits verbal 
characteristics for some speakers 1n the southern dialect areas (Byrne 
1987:237f). All but two others (and even these are doubtful without analyses 
to support a prepositional categor1al status) are either !di-forms (subject to 
movement), or members of an extensive class of subordinating conjunctions 
(Byrne 1988a). 
Given the previous discussion, there seems to be no reason to modify the 
positions that prepositions are marginal 1n SA and that they are not a viable 
category as a result of the most radical creol1zation. (See Bickerton 1984 and 
Byrne 1987.) 
11. For example, the Instrumental role can either be expressed 
prepositionally (i) or serially (11). 
( i) a k6ti df kWMlu ku df faka 
he cut the kumalu (type of large fish) with the knife 
'He cut the fish with the knife.' 
(11) a te1 faka k6t1 df kumalu 
he take knife cut the large-fish 
'He cut the fish with the knife.' 
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Of the two, (11) seems to be the older, original SA structure primarily 
because the prepositional pattern in (1) seems to be currently supplanting the 
serial strategy 1n terms of its ever increasing functional load. 
Possession also has alternatives of expression: through a postnom1nal 
prepos1t1onally f.u (111), or positionally in a possessor-possessed 
juxtaposition (iv). 
(Iii) ko6su fu Johanesi tene b1ga a b1 ta feti 
clothes of Johanesi torn because he Tense Aspect fight 
'Johanesi's clothes are torn because he was fighting.' 
(iv) Johanesi ko6su tene biga a bl ta feti 
Joh!nesi clothes ... 
'Johanesi's clothes are torn because he was fighting.' 
For more details on the Instrumental role and f.u in SA, see Byrne (1984a,b; 
1985b). 
12. What we might call predicate adjectives 1n many languages exhibit the 
full range of verb diagnostics in SA and other creole languages. For example, 
like unambiguously verbal forms, tense and modality markers can precede these 
forms (1), and they can copy in sentence-initial position for emphasis (ii). 
( 1) df womi b1 sa wfsfwas1 
the man Tense Modal worthless 
'The man would have been worthless.' 
(ii) wisiwasi df w6mi wrsrwasi 
worthless... . •• worthless 
'The man is really WORTHLESS.' 
See Sebba (1986) and Seuren (1986) for many more details along these lines. 
13. Briefly, as part of the empirical evidence for a clause status, the 
possibility of overt tense marking warrants the presence of a subject for a 
variety of reasons within GB theory. On the empirical side and supporting the 
theory, overt subjects are variably attested for on the part of some speakers 
in selected contexts, including the Instrumental serial (1) (Byrne 1984b, 
1987) and complements of perception verbs (Byrne 1989a). 
( 1) a, Ui di pau (a,) nak1 dl dagu 
he take the stick (he) hit the dog 
'He hit the dog with the stick.' 
(ii) a, sf enj ( aj ) ta ko a di wosu 
he see him (he) ASP come to the house 
'He saw him coming to the house.' 
Neither (1) nor (11) is in any way construed by the speakers as constituting 
separate sentences or conjuncts (for empirically verifiable reasons). 
A second bit of a theory-data combination for serial clausal status 
involves movement phenomena. In all cases where there are serials of the type 
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illustrated in (i) or (3) and (4) in the text (or any other sentences for that 
matter), any and all NPs may move through Questioning or focus to sentence-
initial position. The only way that this could happen, presuming multi-
clausal status for serials and GB theory, is for the NP to temporarily "'land" 
in a lower preclausal slot before continuing to sentence-initial position. 
These considerations (i.e. subject, verb, tense, and movement), along 
with comparisons with other attested structure types, both lead to a 
conclusion that each serial is within a separate clause and militate against 
the non-clausal analyses of Mark Baker (1989) and Sebba (1987). See Byrne 
(1986) for more details. 
14. En~ (1986, 1987), who analyzes tense as not having scope at least in 
some contexts, is the exception. However, the tense marking patterns 1n the 
serial structures under discussion here exhibit the appropriate diagnostics 
for scopal properties, so we assume such with justification. 
15. A viable definition of c-command is from May (1985). This is: 
a c-commands a if and only if all maximal projections including a 
include a. 
16. Borer (1989), and adopted in Bickerton and Iatridou (to appear) and 
Bickerton (1990), offers an alternative analysis to that presented here. 
Briefly, she postulares an anaphoric AGR (which subsumes anaphoric tense and 
pronominals in subordinate contexts) to account for data like (13a,c) (but not 
(13b)). Specifically, as sulM!arized in Bickerton (1990), the theory proposes 
the fol lowing: 
Assuming the subordinate clause is attached at I-bar [from a government 
and binding (GB) perspective - my 1nsertion], this would bring [serial 
clauses like da .!:ILmYY~ 'give the woman (=for/to the woman)' in (13a,c) 
- my insertion] within the governing domain of matrix !NFL ••• Subordi-
nate !NFL would then be bound by matrix INFL and would obligatorily carry 
the same features [like serial feature (1a)] ... However, since subject 
and INFL are coindexed, there would be a chain of b1nding and coindexing 
linking matrix subject, matrix !NFL, subordinate INFL and subordinate 
subject, so that the latter must bear the same index as matrix subject 
[as serial feature (1a) stipulates]. 
While the theory is elegant and accounts for much of the data, and indeed in 
most respects could substitute for the scope and spreading approach in this 
paper, still the analysis here is preferable for a number of reasons. 
First, the concept of scope and spreading is more general, and applies to 
much more data (see section 3.2) than the notion of anaphoric tense. Now the 
repetitive tense marking shown here certainly is anaphoric, but spreading 
would seem to subsume it. 
Second, the specifics of anaphoric tense are narrowly theory-bound and 
leave out some pertinent data. One such bit 1s the sentence in (13b) with the 
overt tense marker on the lower verb only. Borer's theory (and by 
implication, Bickerton and Iatridou's analysis) would not appear to be able to 
handle backwards anaphora as (13b) would warrant. 
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Other problematic bits of data are the sentences in section 3.3.1 from 
Cape Verdean K.r:.10.lu (CVK) and some found in Byrne (1987). Consider (1) and 
(11) below. 
(i) a. el podeb.11 konta CVK (Caskey 1987) 
he can-ANT sing 
'He could/was able to sing.' 
b. el pode kontab.11 
he can sing-ANT 
'He could/was able to sing.' 
c. el podebA kontab.11 
he can-ANT sing-ANT 
'He could/was able to sing.' 
(ii) a. a b.1 ke fu wo6ko a f6t6 
he TNS want for/OBL work LOC Paramaribo (OBL=obligation) 
'He wanted to work in Paramaribo.' 
b. a ke b_i fu wo6ko a f6t6 
. .. TNS ... 
'He wanted to work 1 n Paramaribo. ' 
c. a ke fu b.1 wo6ko a f6t6 
. .. TNS ... 
'He wanted to work in Paramaribo. ' 
In presuming DQatl 'can/be able' in (1-a,b,c) to be main-verbal (as 
suggested by the tense marking pattern), then the clause including ]",QOta 
'sing' cannot be off of I-bar, but must be within a VP as normally formulated 
for modality verb-main semantic verb complexes. Similarly, the subordinate 
clauses in the SA data (ii-a,b,c) are obviously complements within VP and not 
off of I-bar as Borer (and by extension, Bickerton and Iatridou) proposes for 
serials. Yet, all of the above data evince tense marking exactly like SA 
serials. At the least, such evidence and the other comments in this note put 
in doubt the claim that anaphoric tense marking is due to an I-bar projection. 
Given the difficulties explicated here, it would seem that the scope and 
spreading is better able to handle the data than the anaphoric AGR approach. 
Moreover, quite significantly, it would also seem that the matrix-complement 
clause configuration postulated for SA serials in Byrne (1987) is further 
substantiated particularly because of the tense patterning in the (iii-a,b,c) 
(unambiguously a projection within the matrix VP) which mirrors the pattern 
for SA and other languages' serializing structures (see the entire array of 
data in section 3). For similar conclusions, see Seuren (to appear). 
17. See also Mccawley (1988a:148, footnote 1; 271) and (1988b:524-25). 
18. See Carlson (1983:70-78) for additional discussion and examples from 
numerous languages. 
19. Among the publications which partly or directly lead to the 
subsequent conclusion concerning SA are the following: Bickerton (1984), 
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Bickerton and Byrne (1985), Bickekrton and Iatridou (to appear), Byrne (1982; 
1984a,b; 1985a,b; 1986; 1987; 1988b; 1989a; 1990). 
20. Serials with a meaning like 'around' are not uncommon in serializing 
languages. In SA, for example, 16nt.u. 'around, circle' functions as a matrix 
verb (i), allows tense marking as a serial (ii), and copies for emphasis in 
sentence-initial position as do all verbs in the language (iii). 
( i) Samo bi IQD.tll df w6su 
Samo TNS circle the house 
'Samo had walked around the house. ' 
(ii) Samo waka b.i 16ut.u df w6su 
Samo walk TNS around the house 
'Samo had walked around the house. ' 
(iii) l6ntu Samo wAkA 16n:t.u.. df w6su 
around ... . .. around ... 
'Samo walked AROUND the house. ' 
21. What is still not determined, however, is if the range of marking on 
other than the first verb in serials (SA, ECFC, SC) or modality verb-main verb 
complexes (SA, CVK, GCPC) is limited exclusively to Romance creoles (a 
background which SA shares with GCPC, SC, ECFC and CVK). If it is, then there 
may be something different in the formative pidginization and creolization 
stages of these languages which produced such a pattern. As a first untested 
approximation, the common denominator could be the Romance base. 
22. For a detailed analysis of the process of clause change from a finite 
to infinitive status, see Byrne (1987). 
23. The TNS/ASP gloss fore in (30) is based on the analysis of the 
formative in Sebba (1987) and characteristics of a cognate formative in SA as 
analyzed in Byrne (1987). 
24. See footnote 10. 
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